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Abstract

This paper considers how financial authorities should react to environmental threats beyond climate change. These include biodiversity loss, water scarcity, ocean acidification, chemical pollution and — as starkly illustrated by the Covid-19 pandemic — zoonotic disease transmission, among others. We first provide an overview of these nature-related financial risks (NRFR) and then show how the financial sector is both exposed to them and contributes to their development via its lending, and via the propagation and amplification of financial shocks. We argue that NRFR — being systemic, endogenous and subject to 'radical uncertainty' — cannot be sufficiently managed through 'market-fixing' approaches based on information disclosure and quantitative risk estimates. Instead, we propose that financial authorities utilise a ‘precautionary policy approach’, making greater use of qualitative methods of managing risk, to support a controlled regime shift towards more sustainable capital allocation. A starting point would be the identification and exclusion of clearly unsustainable activities (e.g. deforestation), the financing of which should be discouraged via micro- and macro-prudential policy tools. Monetary policy tools, such as asset purchase programmes and collateral operations, as well as central banks’ own funds, should exclude assets linked to such activities.
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1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic has starkly exposed the fragility of our economic and financial system to the threats posed by environmental breakdown. Described as the ‘first economic crisis of the Anthropocene’ (Tooze 2020), the global lock-down required to bring Covid-19 under control looks set to result in the worst economic downturn since World War II, resulting in record levels of unemployment and public debt. It also required central banks to act on an unprecedented scale to prevent financial crisis and prop-up multiple sectors of the economy (Cavallino and De Fiore 2020). The weight of evidence suggests the novel coronavirus emerged due to zoonotic (animal-to-human) transmission linked to wildlife trafficking and habitat loss (Xiao et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020; Lam et al. 2020; Johnson et al. 2020; Crow 2020). Indeed, almost half of new diseases since 1940, including previous coronaviruses such as SARS, can be traced to environmental degradation and it is estimated there are 10,000 other mammalian viruses that are potentially dangerous to humans (May et al. 2004; Keesing et al. 2010; Carlson et al. 2019).

Yet global pandemics are just one of a number of existential threats linked to environmental breakdown. As well as climate change, present and future generations face threats from biodiversity loss, water scarcity, ocean acidification and chemical pollution, among other challenges; and these risks interact and compound each other in a complex and unpredictable fashion (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015). Environmental breakdown presents material risks to both the real economy and the financial sector. Businesses across sectors and regions are embedded within the environment via their impacts and dependencies upon the natural world. Through lending, advisory and investing activities, financial institutions are exposed to business dependencies and are also responsible for facilitating negative impacts. Environmental risks may be amplified by the financial system, presenting potentially systemic threats to financial and economic stability (Chenet 2019; Bolton et al. 2020).

This paper considers how financial authorities should react to environmental threats beyond climate change. The most prominent sustainable finance frameworks, such as the Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), are founded upon the concept of ‘market failure’, whereby a lack of information leads to the mispricing or non-pricing of environmental externalities in financial markets (Campiglio 2016; Christophers 2017; Thomä and Chenet 2017). Focusing primarily on climate change, these approaches have prioritised information disclosure and scenario analysis as a means of internalising risks and guiding markets towards a smooth transition (TCFD 2017; NGFS 2019a; Chenet 2020; NGFS 2020c). Yet there are limits to this ‘market-fixing’ perspective: climate-related financial risks are complex and subject to ‘radical uncertainty’, which may impede efficient price discovery and credit allocation (Chenet et al. 2019; Bolton et al. 2020).

We argue that market-fixing approaches, such as the recently announced Taskforce for Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD), are also unsuitable for managing the systemic risks posed by environmental breakdown. As a series of interconnected, non-linear threats involving the
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1 The TNFD is at present an informal working group comprised of private financial institutions, civil society groups, the UN Environmental Programme and the UN Development Programme. See https://tnfd.info.
interaction of multiple environmental and socioeconomic sub-systems, environmental breakdown is an even more complex set of phenomena than climate change and it poses extraordinary challenges for financial risk modelling. It is not clear that quantitative methodologies can be sufficiently advanced within the limited time window left for transformative action.

Moreover, the role of private finance in supporting nature protection is less clear than for climate mitigation. Unlike low-carbon investments, preservation, conservation and restoration projects may not yield returns that are monetizable in the conventional sense (Chenet 2019; Hache 2019). Yet private finance does have a crucial role to play in accelerating the transition to sustainable ways of doing business. To do so, financial actors must reduce their exposure to, and hence facilitation of, environmentally harmful corporate behaviours. Just as with climate change, the failure to achieve such capital reallocation threatens to ‘lock in’ future environmental impacts. Nature-related financial risks may arise endogenously from behaviours within the financial system itself.

Nevertheless, so far there is little evidence of central banks and supervisors taking steps to deal with these threats, despite the Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) including broader environmental risks within its remit (NGFS 2019a). Instead, regulated financial institutions have been largely left to their own devices in developing policies to avoid the financing of environmentally damaging activities. Usually these sit within voluntarily developed Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) or Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) frameworks. While there are some good examples of exclusionary policies, in general this approach — which has been around for many years — has not been effective in materially reducing the flows of finance to unsustainable activities (Suttor-Sorel and Hercelin 2020).

We argue that a ‘precautionary policy’ approach (Chenet et al. 2019) to financial supervision is warranted, focusing on preventative action to build financial- and economy-wide system resilience. Given the structural inability of financial markets to manage the systemic risks associated with environmental breakdown, central banks should implement regulations at the micro- and macroprudential level to address drivers of environmental risk where they intersect with the financial system. Such risk management should also be integrated into wider central bank policy instruments, including monetary policy.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 expands upon the physical threats posed by environmental breakdown; Section 3 articulates how nature-related risks feed through to the real economy and the financial system; Section 4 lays out and critiques the market fixing approach to sustainable finance and considers supervisory responses to nature-related risk; Section 5 develops precautionary approaches to financial supervision and policy recommendations; and Section 6 concludes.

---

2 We use the term ‘environmental risk’ to refer to the risks posed by both climate change and environmental breakdown, while the term ‘nature-related risk’ encompasses environmental risks beyond climate change.
2. The age of environmental breakdown

The Covid-19 pandemic can be viewed as a manifestation of a broader problem, where the increasing scale and intensity of human activity is pushing natural systems towards and beyond their functional limits. From pollination to flood defences to disease control, the benefits of nature upon which society depend are increasingly threatened by environmental degradation (IPBES 2019). The extent of the problem is not only evident at local and regional levels, but also at the global scale (Rockström et al. 2009).

The focus of attention for financial policymakers in recent years has been on climate-related financial risks (Carney 2015; TCFD 2017; NGFS 2019a). Less attention has been paid to the biosphere, defined as all of Earth’s ecosystems and its living organisms. The biosphere balances material and energy flows, and its diversity increases the resilience of the Earth system to both abrupt and gradual change (Steffen et al. 2015). Climate and biosphere integrity should be understood as core planetary systems that regulate life support processes on Earth. They interact with each other: climate-induced flooding, wildfires and droughts accelerate habitat and biodiversity loss, while these in turn are key contributors to climate change. The degradation of critical carbon-sink ecosystems, such as forests, wetlands and peatlands, reduces the planet’s carbon-absorbing capacity (IPBES 2019). Certain policy innovations that mitigate climate change may have damaging unintended effects on the biosphere; for example the electrification of transport networks may require the extraction of scarce minerals such as lithium for batteries (Hache 2018).

The preservation, conservation and restoration of the biosphere is therefore not only critical in order to resolve biodiversity loss, but also to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change and other environmental threats (Global Commission on Adaptation 2019).

As the unforeseen economic fallout from Covid-19 has demonstrated, the interaction of environmental threats with the financial and economic spheres compounds existing socioeconomic challenges, such as inequality. Beyond the pandemic, the unprecedented speed and scale of natural system collapse is already threatening social stability through the increasing likelihood of conflict, hunger and involuntary mass migration (Rüttinger et al. 2015; Geisler and Currens 2017; WEF 2018). In contrast to climate change, where the worst physical impacts are expected to emerge over the coming decades, environmental breakdown is occurring in the short-term, and well within business and policy horizons. One salient example is the widespread decline
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3 Biosphere integrity is comprised of two components. Genetic diversity represents the ‘information bank’ of genetically unique material that determines the capacity of life to continue to coevolve with the Earth system, persisting under and adapting to conditions of both abrupt and gradual change. Functional diversity captures the role played by the biosphere in maintaining stable Earth system conditions, as performed by the functional traits of the organisms in a given ecosystem (Steffen et al. 2015). For simplicity, this paper will refer to ‘biodiversity’ to reflect both of these characteristics of biosphere integrity.

4 A growing literature is emerging on the issue of raw material shortages. Since 2000, more than 2000 articles, conference papers or peer-reviewed resources have been published on the issue of material criticality, nearly 80% of them since 2010 (Diederen 2009).

5 The terms conservation and preservation are often used interchangeably, but represent distinct concepts. Conservation seeks to ensure the sustainable use of nature for human purposes and is associated with the management of natural resources. Preservation, by contrast, seeks to minimise human use of nature, and is associated with attempts to create and maintain pristine ‘wilderness’. These terms, however, remain contested (Sarkar, 1999). Throughout this paper, we refer to environmental protection as an umbrella term for both concepts.
of pollinators (Biesmeijer et al. 2006; IPBES 2016). With 75% of food crops dependent to some extent upon animal pollination, reductions in global crop production as a result of biodiversity loss are already evident (Garibaldi et al. 2011; Reilly et al. 2020).

Environmental breakdown, and its interactions with the socioeconomic sphere, displays a high degree of complexity. Multiple interconnected threats are characterised by non-linearities and complex system dynamics, while the potential impacts upon the planet are likely to be both historically unprecedented and ultimately irreversible. Environmental breakdown cannot be conceptualised as an example of probabilistic risk, but rather as a situation of radical uncertainty (Chenet et al. 2019; Kay and King 2020; Bolton et al. 2020). This distinction, first articulated by Knight (1921) and later developed by Keynes (1936), highlights that the ability to assign a probability of occurrence to an event relies on either a robust theory that can establish a probability distribution function or past trends in order to estimate possible future outcomes. In situations where there is no scientific basis or historical trend to work with, the future remains inherently unknowable. This is especially true for complex adaptive systems, such as socioecological systems, where the unpredictable reactions and interactions of different market players, other living organisms and natural processes, mean it is not possible to ever know all the possible outcomes of an event. For environmental breakdown, the precise timing and magnitude of potential impacts are unpredictable, but the fact that they will occur at some point is increasingly likely. To distinguish them from exogenous tail risks, the Bank for International Settlements has designated such radically uncertain environmental threats as ‘green swans’ (Bolton et al. 2020).

There is consensus that the window of opportunity for transformative action relating to nature-related risks is narrow and closing (IPCC 2018; CBD 2018). Once critical thresholds (or ‘tipping points’) are breached, catastrophic outcomes will become unavoidable and irreversible (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015) — illustrated in Figure 1. The UN global assessment report on biodiversity concluded that restoring natural systems requires the reduction of human claims upon nature, which itself implies a structural economic transformation focused on sustainability (IPBES 2019). The EU’s recently published Biodiversity Strategy is one of the first major policy interventions that addresses biodiversity risk. The strategy aims to conserve 30% of land and sea in Europe, and restore degraded ecosystems through tree planting, pesticide control and river restoration. The ambition for the upcoming Conference of the Parties (COP 15) to the Convention on Biological Diversity, now postponed in the wake of Covid-19, is to agree an internationally binding target for biodiversity equivalent to the 2015 Paris Agreement.

The sustainability challenge ahead, therefore, encompasses not only the transition to a low-carbon economy, but also to one that can flourish while protecting and restoring natural systems. Such a herculean task requires a fundamental rethink of how the real economy, and by extension the financial system, interacts with the natural world.
Figure 1: Nature-related financial risks will increase as anthropogenic pressures push biodiversity loss towards and beyond an irreversible tipping point

Source: Adapted from the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (2010)

3. The economy and financial system: impacts and dependencies

3.1 Nature-related financial risks and the real economy

The economy is not separate to the environment, but embedded within it and dependent upon it (Raworth 2012; Neumayer 2013). Business activities — and indeed all human activities — rely on the ‘free’ benefits of nature flowing from the stocks of renewable and non-renewable resources that maintain functioning life support systems on earth. For example, a healthy woodland provides clean air, flood defences, insects for pollination and carbon sequestration, among other services. Depleting, damaging or even failing to maintain the ecosystem threatens the future provision of these vital benefits, upon which societal welfare depends.

Accordingly, environmental breakdown threatens the real economy through three main channels:

1. Supply shocks. Firms and sectors heavily dependent upon ecosystem services (e.g. agriculture) will suffer both acute and chronic effects of environmental degradation, including increased vulnerabilities to climate change and natural disasters, leading to an increased likelihood of negative supply shocks.
2. **Demand shocks.** Firms and sectors which have large negative impacts upon natural systems (e.g. mining) will face possible demand shocks resulting from changing consumer preferences and shifts in policy, regulatory, technology or trade environments. Additionally, firms face increased litigation or liability risks if they are assigned responsibility for environmental degradation.

3. **Systemic effects.** Environmental breakdown will give rise to second- and third-order effects which may affect firms and sectors further down the supply chain. Disruption to production and supply chains from environmental threats has already increased by 29% since 2012 (WEF 2019). As shown by the Covid-19 pandemic, responding to nature-related shocks may have huge, complex and permanent socioeconomic costs that are impossible to predict.

A review of analyses undertaken by financial institutions found that food and beverages, metals and mining, oil and gas, utilities, forestry, construction and transportation are the sectors consistently identified as facing the most material environmental risks (McCraine et al. 2019). Meanwhile, many of these same sectors, in particular the primary production industries, are those responsible for the most severe impacts upon the natural world (Trucost 2013). For exposed firms, supply disruption and shifting demand will manifest in tangible financial impacts, including increased cost of capital and/or stricter borrowing requirements, write-downs or write-offs of asset value, increased risk of default and changes to firm market valuation (Pinzón and Robins 2020).

As significant contributors to natural system collapse, firms across all sectors need to structurally transform their interactions with the natural world. Reducing the throughput of materials and energy within the real economy is essential in order to not undermine urgent conservation and regeneration efforts (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2015). Faced with significant environmental risks, firms also need to move beyond an efficiency-maximising mindset to build resilience and robustness into their business models (Pereira da Silva 2020; WEF 2020).

New perspectives are starting to influence such a transition. The *circular economy* concept strives to minimise the linear throughput of energy, material inputs and waste through cradle-to-cradle design principles, closed loop production processes, and technological innovation in the collection and processing of end-of-life products (Ghisellini et al. 2016; Bocken et al. 2016). Other perspectives are rethinking how businesses transact with consumers, such as *products-service systems*, where consumption shifts from ownership to pay-per-use models (Reim et al. 2015; Agrawal and Bellos 2016). Reforming the business-nature interface represents a significant transformation in the structure of modern economies. As with decarbonisation, its success will be determined to a great extent by the helping or hindering hand of the financial system.

### 3.2 Nature-related financial risks and the financial system

The financial system is exposed to the environmental dependencies and impacts of businesses through its lending, investing and advisory activities (NGFS 2019a). Nature-related financial risks, being highly complex and systemic, share many similarities with climate-related financial risks and consequently present similar threats to the financial system (Volz 2017; Bolton et al. 2020;
Koumbarakis et al. 2020). Accordingly, the movement to integrate broader environmental issues into green finance initiatives has gained momentum over recent years, encompassing private sector initiatives (e.g. NCFA and PWC 2018), as well as the EU’s sustainable finance action plan (European Commission 2018).

Yet while it is increasingly recognised that nature degradation poses systemic risks for finance, it is less often acknowledged that the financial system also facilitates the business activities that cause such degradation. This concept of ‘double materiality’ has been recently used by the European Commission, in its Non-Binding Guidelines on Non-Financial Reporting for corporates, to encompass both financial materiality (impacts from the external world on the financial value of a company), and environmental and social materiality (impacts of the company’s activities on the external world). Yet the most prominent green finance initiatives, such as the TCFD, concentrate only on the financial materiality aspect of climate risks (European Commission 2019). The recently announced Taskforce for Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) also looks set to focus on exposures, but not impacts.

The Dutch central bank (De Nederlandsche Bank — DNB) has been leading the way in exploring the interactions between the financial system and nature-related risks. Recent quantitative analysis found that 36% of Dutch financial institution portfolios were highly or very highly dependent upon at least one ecosystem service (DNB 2020). The DNB also estimated that the biodiversity footprint of Dutch financial institutions (i.e. its impact on biodiversity) represents the loss of over 58,000 km² of pristine nature, an area 1.7 times larger than the Netherlands (DNB 2020).

The facilitating, and potentially exacerbating, role of finance via-à-vis systemic risks is especially evident in the banking sector. As the only private sector agents able to endogenously create new spending power through granting loans, where banks decide to allocate credit has considerable implications on the direction of economic development and growth (Schumpeter 1934; Bezemer et al. 2016). The assumption that financial markets optimally allocate capital has been increasingly questioned since the Global Financial Crisis, heralding a new era of central bank intervention through macroprudential regulation. The global interconnectedness and dynamic complexity of the financial system as a whole may also amplify environmental risks and provoke ‘Minsky moments’ whereby sudden falls in key asset valuations trigger widespread systemic financial shocks (Carney 2015; Battiston et al. 2017; Bolton et al. 2020).

The capacity of the financial sector to endogenously generate and spread risks into the real economy even before environmental impacts crystallise was made clear at the onset of the Covid-19 crisis, where destabilising capital outflows caused serious economic dislocations in emerging economies before the disease had fully established itself in the Global South (Hofmann et al. 2020). Financial system-induced volatility has also been observed in global food markets, where the increased presence of speculative interest in commodity derivatives has been linked to greater
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6 This analysis, which encompasses 86 business processes and 21 ecosystem services, only considers first-order dependencies (e.g. food processing as a secondary industry is not considered reliant upon animal pollination) and is therefore an under-estimation of true economic dependency.

7 A metric that estimates the pressure human activities put on biodiversity, expressed as the loss of ecosystem species and populations relative to its pristine condition.
food price volatility (Ghosh et al. 2012). Relatedly, export-oriented nations highly dependent on soft commodity agriculture — which is itself reliant on natural processes such as pollination, soil fertility, etc. — are likely to be vulnerable to future environmental threats feeding through to sovereign bond markets, with implications for both financial and economic stability (Pinzón and Robins 2020).

At the more granular level, certain financial instruments and practices are exacerbating the depletion of nature. Land, and in particular agricultural land, has become a prominent investment vehicle since the Global Financial Crisis, due to its prospects for capital appreciation, income generation, inflation hedging and uncorrelated returns with equity markets (OECD 2010; Deininger et al. 2011; Cotula 2012). It has been argued that the rise of agricultural land as an alternative investment class demonstrates the extension of financialisation to environmental domains (Williams 2014; Loftus and March 2015; Ouma 2020). Indeed, the rise of agricultural real estate investment trusts (REITs), which pool income streams from various farm properties, embodies such financialised logic, representing a step towards land securitization (Fairbairn 2014).

The evolution of agricultural land into an ‘alternative asset’ highlights the tension between private finance and sustainability. Capital markets are institutionally short-termist (Davies et al. 2014; Chenet 2020) and private investors, governed by the same myopia, favour short-term returns from assets, incentivising land to be put to its most immediate profitable use. At the agricultural frontier, this involves the so-called ‘flex crops’, such as soy and oil palm, which can be used for food, feed or biofuel, and which are also the most associated with deforestation (Henders et al. 2015). Empirical analysis has shown foreign direct investments into agriculture in Latin America and South East Asia to have driven cropland expansion (Ceddia 2020), which itself has been linked to accelerated deforestation (Davis et al. 2015; Steinweg et al. 2018). Meanwhile, complex financial structures, such as securitization, arguably further impede sustainability governance by lengthening and obscuring the chain of information disclosure and investor stewardship.

The need for assets to generate returns reveals an uncomfortable truth about the constraints on private finance in facilitating nature protection (Hache 2019). Unlike low-carbon investments, many conservation projects may not yield returns that are monetisable in the conventional sense. Additionally, environmental protection often requires minimising human claims upon nature, which implies a reduction of economic activity. Wetlands restoration, for example, delivers significant economic benefits — flood defences, carbon sequestration, pollinators — yet these are not easily translated into an income stream. On the other hand, monetisable activities, such as tourism, may undermine the effectiveness of restoration. Even where returns are tangible, environmental protection is a challenging sell for private investors. High transaction costs and returns that may take decades to materialise make for an unappealing risk-return profile. And the necessarily small
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8 Between 2005 and Q3 2018, the number of investment funds specialising in food and agriculture grew from 45 to 531, with aggregated assets under management, excluding timber, reaching US$83 billion (Valoral Advisors 2018).

9 Through macro-financial analysis and ethnographic fieldwork, Ouma (2020) provides a comprehensive ‘bottom-up’ exploration of this trend, showing how global agriculture has been reconfigured to function in an era of increasing financialisation.

10 Dynamic environments, usually located in tropical habitats, which represent the transition zone between human settlement and natural habitat, and are hence subject to significant land use change (Schiesari et al. 2013).
and localised nature of many projects renders them difficult and costly to incorporate into large-scale investment vehicles such as green bonds.

A recent review cited these factors in its findings that market-based tools (e.g. ESG/impact investing, natural capital accounting, mapping and footprint tools) are ineffective in channelling private finance towards conservation (Suttor-Sorel and Hercelin 2020). Yet while private finance may be unsuitable for accelerating environmental protection projects, it does have a key role to play in facilitating the transition to sustainable and resilient ways of doing business.\footnote{\textit{For an exploration of how finance affects the directionality of low-carbon innovation, see Mazzucato and Semeniuk (2017).}} As discussed above, the move to non-extractive business processes will require finance for innovation and capital investment. But beyond that, such a transition also implies that financial actors must reduce their exposure to, and hence facilitation of, harmful corporate behaviours. The failure to materially shift capital in this way risks ‘locking in’ future environmental impacts, especially as natural processes approach critical tipping points.

Overall, the dynamics explored in this section reveal an important point about nature-related financial risks: they may emerge endogenously from within the financial system itself. To resolve these particular challenges, conventional financial and economic frameworks for dealing with environmental breakdown need rethinking.

### 4. Market-fixing approaches to environmental breakdown

#### 4.1 Risk, uncertainty and market failure

Most sustainable finance initiatives are grounded in a market failure conceptualisation of environmental problems, where it is assumed that a lack of information about risk and exposures prevents efficient price discovery and resource allocation (Christophers 2017; Ryan-Collins 2019). It is argued that financial institutions act according to perceived risk/return ratios and so shifting financing to sustainable activities requires the internalisation of the hidden costs of harmful activities to returns, and of the broader risks associated with loss of natural system functioning (HLEG 2018; BEIS 2019).

The Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has been the most prominent initiative promoting this ‘market-fixing’ approach in recent years, recommending the use of portfolio-level risk screening and forward-looking scenario analysis in order to price climate risks into strategic decision-making (TCFD 2017). Other finance sector-led initiatives have extended this approach to nature-related risks, including the Natural Capital Finance Alliance (NCFA), and,
most recently, the Taskforce for Nature-Related Financial Disclosures (TNFD), which aims to establish a disclosure framework for nature-related risks similar to the TCFD recommendations.\textsuperscript{12}

We argue that such market-fixing approaches are unsuitable for managing the systemic risks posed by environmental breakdown. Firstly, current policy action to compensate for the absence of ‘natural’ price signals is too weak to create the materiality required by financial actors in order to reallocate capital. Secondly, and more fundamentally, we contend that even in the presence of such signals financial markets are incapable of sufficiently internalising nature-related financial risks into prices, due to the multi-dimensional complexity and radical uncertainty that characterises environmental breakdown. We now discuss each of these points in turn.

There has been insufficient policy action at both national and international levels to define the pathway to resolving the global environmental breakdown, especially at financial system level. Implementation of the ‘polluter pays principle’ — through, for example, environmental taxes — does constitute an interesting example of isolated policy action, but there are a number of practical and political obstacles,\textsuperscript{13} as embodied by the slow progress in levying a meaningful carbon tax (OECD 2019). Moreover, there are no binding, internationally agreed targets for resolving other nature-related risks, unlike the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. The various conventions that do exist (mostly focused on biodiversity) do not express the need for public and private finance flows to be aligned with environmental protection and restoration. Overall, as Table 1 summarises, the conceptual framework for measuring and understanding nature-related financial risks is far less advanced compared with progress in climate finance.

Table 1: Frameworks and indicators for understanding and measuring nature-related financial risks compared to climate-related financial risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frameworks and indicators</th>
<th>Climate-related risks</th>
<th>Nature-related risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear, quantifiable goal</td>
<td>The 2015 Paris Agreement sets the ambition to limit global average temperature increases since the industrial revolution to below 2°C and ideally below 1.5°C.</td>
<td>There are no internationally agreed headline targets for resolving other environmental threats, with the exception of the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, which are non-binding and on track to be missed in 2020. To bring global biodiversity action in line with the Paris Agreement, a 2°C-like single target has recently been proposed to keep species extinctions to well below 20% over the next 100 years across all major groups (fungi, plants, invertebrates and vertebrates) and across all ecosystem types (Rounsevell et al. 2020).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{12} The NCFA has developed a number of tools to ‘price in’ nature-related financial risks (NCFA and PWC 2018). Financial institutions are also developing their own in-house pricing approaches, such as ASN Bank’s Biodiversity Footprint for Financial Institutions (BFFI) (DNB and Sustainable Finance Platform 2020).

\textsuperscript{13} Challenges include, for example, how to identify and levy payment from polluters located across jurisdictional boundaries; how to measure environmental harms that may not materialise within the time frames required to internalise costs; and if the appropriate tax level to achieve the most efficient outcome can be determined ex ante (Ruhl and Craig 2011).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frameworks and indicators</th>
<th>Climate-related risks</th>
<th>Nature-related risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Established scientific metrics and indicators</td>
<td>The tonnes of CO\textsuperscript{2} equivalent metric is well-established for measuring the drivers of climate change, while global mean average temperature change is the single indicator for measuring progress. There are established frameworks for reporting and recording CO\textsuperscript{2} emissions from human activities.</td>
<td>Multiple metrics are required to track multiple problems across different time and spatial scales, and types of local environment. Drivers are multi-dimensional, meaning there is no single indicator for tracking human impacts (like emissions). For threats such as biodiversity loss, there is no scientific consensus on the best way to measure trends or progress (Mace et al. 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgement of financial system within international agreement(s)</td>
<td>The Paris Agreement article 2.1(c) sets the expectation to align financial flows with the headline goal.</td>
<td>There are various conventions/agreements, mostly focused on biodiversity,\textsuperscript{14} but none express the need for public or private finance flows to be aligned with environmental protection and the need to transition business models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materiality of financial risks</td>
<td>Climate risks are widely acknowledged to be material, including at the systemic level, and are well-established in the academic literature.</td>
<td>The concept is less established than climate risk. Awareness is growing, but there is very limited academic research empirically testing materiality of the financial risks associated with broader environmental threats.\textsuperscript{15}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial tools and metrics</td>
<td>Frameworks for disclosing financial risks are under development (e.g. TCFD). There are a variety of portfolio tools, e.g. Climate VaR, Carbon Earning at Risk, and Paris Agreement Capital Transition Assessment (PACTA).</td>
<td>There are no standardised or widely used tools for measuring financial impacts or risks, though multiple approaches are under development, such as the Global Biodiversity Score by CDC Biodiversité and the Biodiversity Footprint for Financial Institutions by ASN Bank. (Berger et al. 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central bank and supervisory initiatives</td>
<td>Central banks (especially NGFS members) are increasingly putting in place infrastructure for climate stress testing, e.g. The Bank of England’s 2021 Biennial Exploratory Scenario.</td>
<td>The NGFS is beginning to explore nature-related risks from a supervisory perspective. The Dutch central bank, DNB, has undertaken a preliminary exercise to quantity financial exposures resulting from biodiversity loss (DNB 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial opportunities</td>
<td>The opportunities posed by the transition (e.g. new sectors and technologies) as a solution to climate change are well understood by investors. There has been large growth in new financial instruments, such as green bonds, though concerns remain about the robustness of standards and greenwashing.</td>
<td>Critical questions remain as to how nature can become a new sector of opportunity. Many ecosystem services are public goods, which calls into question the feasibility and suitability of monetising such assets for financial instruments. Additionally, environmental protection often requires minimising human claims upon nature, which implies a reduction of economic activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{14} For example, Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the Ramsar Convention, Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species, Convention on Migratory Species and International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture.

\textsuperscript{15} A systematic review by Bassen et al. (2019) found strong evidence linking flood and wildfire events to adverse impacts on real estate values. Serious holes in the literature were also identified, in particular a lack of empirical analysis into the financial impacts of biodiversity loss and deforestation.
However, even if progress were to be accelerated in the policy sphere, market-fixing approaches would remain fundamentally ill-suited to dealing with the radical uncertainty that characterises environmental risks. This point has been articulated in detail for climate change, with the market failure paradigm critiqued for assuming climate-related financial risks are measurable or at least can be assigned a probability (Chenet et al. 2019; Bolton et al. 2020). The probabilistic approaches typically employed by financial models rely on past trends and known distribution functions in order to estimate future outcomes (Thomâ and Chenet 2017). Yet climate change has no historical basis upon which to form any calculable probability and unpredictable reactions between different market players means the future is inherently unknowable (Chenet et al. 2019). The same argument applies equally — if not even more so — to nature-related risks.

Environmental breakdown is an even more complex set of phenomena than climate change, as discussed in Section 2. It encompasses multiple interconnected threats (e.g. soil erosion, groundwater depletion, biodiversity loss), which are the result of multiple anthropogenic causes (e.g. intensive agriculture, soil sealing, chemical pollution, deforestation) acting upon various scales (from local ecosystems to planetary processes), and interacts with climate change. Such multiplicity presents challenges for measurement. Unlike climate change, environmental breakdown cannot be easily simplified into isolated metrics and parameters, as its impacts are the result of multiple interactions.

Biodiversity loss exemplifies many of these challenges: it threatens Earth system functioning at the planetary scale, yet it is driven (and must be resolved by) processes acting at the level of distinct local ecosystems. Measuring biodiversity therefore requires multiple metrics across different spatial scales and types of ecosystem, and there is no established consensus on the appropriate indicators (Mace et al. 2018). This makes biodiversity an inherently less manageable task for financial analysis. For example, unlike CO₂ emissions, which are fungible, biodiversity gains in one location cannot offset losses elsewhere (Chenet 2019).

The multi-dimensionality of environmental breakdown therefore poses extraordinary challenges for financial modelling. Impacts are most directly identifiable at the micro-level, where one firm will be both exposed to, and responsible for, multiple nature-related risks (e.g. within agriculture: pollination, water scarcity, land use and soil fertility, *inter alia*). Each of these risks will have differing effects within different local ecosystems and across different points in time. Replicating such granular analysis up to the financial portfolio level implies an unmanageable level of complexity unless very broad and aggregative abstractions are made.

Financial institutions noted precisely these challenges in a recent review of current approaches to managing biodiversity risk, highlighting that more and better-quality data was needed to improve measurement of risks at the portfolio level (DNB and Sustainable Finance Platform 2020). Yet while it may be possible to intricately model *individual* environmental threats, the insights are meaningless in isolation from the other environmental processes with which they interact.¹⁷ It is

---

¹⁶While the climate itself is, of course, a multidimensional and complex system, established metrics do exist for measuring climate change — both its primary identifiable driver (GHG emissions) and its initial consequence (surface temperature increase).

¹⁷This statement is, of course, also valid for the analysis of climate change, which has been artificially ‘isolated’ from other environmental issues.
not clear that a fully integrated, financial system-wide model of environmental breakdown is feasible within the limited time window left for transformative action.

Finally, as discussed in the previous section, there is the issue of endogeneity. Financial markets cannot generate a material shift in capital reallocation if financial institutions are not encouraged (due to lack of policy action) or are unable (due to methodological impossibility) to internalise environmental risks and this lack of capital shift itself risks crystallising future environmental threats by continuing to facilitate harmful corporate activities. Market-fixing approaches therefore have serious limitations in managing the systemic risks posed by environmental breakdown. Where financial institutions cannot individually take a holistic perspective, it falls, to some extent at least, to central banks and financial supervisors to deal with managing systemic threats. As the BIS recently noted, addressing environmental threats beyond climate change, ‘…could be critical for central banks, regulators and supervisors insofar as the stability of the Earth system is a prerequisite for financial and price stability’ (Bolton et al. 2020, p.66). In order to do so, financial authorities should embrace a more interventionist, precautionary approach to policymaking.

4.2 Supervisory responses to environmental breakdown

Central banks and supervisors appear to have recognised the limitations of using standard, backward looking quantitative risk modelling approaches to deal with climate change (Bolton et al 2020; NGFS 2019a). However, they still appear to believe such risks can be quantitatively modelled using more forward looking techniques, in particular stress testing and scenario analysis. The Network for Greening the Financial System (2020b) — the international grouping of central banks and supervisors researching and developing policy recommendations on environmental risks — proposes that supervisory interventions focus on:

- Identifying environmental exposures and estimating the magnitude of potential losses, using tools such as scenario analysis and stress testing;
- Setting supervisory expectations regarding the governance, strategic management and measurement of environmental risks, including, for example, expectations on disclosures; and
- Ensuring adequate management of environmental risks by financial institutions, taking mitigation action (such as board level engagement) where appropriate.

These forms of intervention largely sit within a market failure paradigm. Information and measurement are emphasised as a prerequisite for action, and the focus on disclosure, scenario analysis and stress testing assumes that these tools are able to produce reliable and meaningful quantitative estimates of the risks in question. Overall, the central bank’s role is conceptualised as an intellectual leader whose convening power will catalyse financial institutions to voluntarily improve their management of climate and environmental risks, shifting capital allocation towards sustainable business activities.

There are a number of problems with this approach. Firstly, although central banks have acknowledged the financial materiality of environmental breakdown, there remains insufficient analysis of the additional complexities these risks pose within current sustainable finance narratives — with the most prominent initiatives focusing primarily on climate risk (e.g. NGFS
While climate change in and of itself is a huge challenge for supervisors, this is a potentially dangerous oversight for the reasons discussed in section 2 — climate change interacts with other environmental threats, especially biodiversity loss, in a series of reinforcing feedback loops (IPCC 2018; IPBES 2019). All efforts to measure and manage climate-related financial risks are therefore likely to be underestimating true potential impacts unless nature-related risks are also taken into account.

Secondly, as discussed in the previous section, it is questionable whether meaningful quantitative estimates of nature-related risks can be feasibly developed within the time frame remaining for transformative action and it is not clear at what point such information-gathering exercises would trigger supervisory action. Progress with existing market-fixing initiatives has also been slow. Three years after the publication of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures’ (TCFD) recommendations, voluntary disclosures of carbon-related asset exposure remain low among European banks, according to recent survey data (ShareAction 2020a). Moreover, even where climate disclosures have been implemented, evidence suggests that these practices alone are not stimulating effective management of climate risks (BCAM 2019; Christophers 2019; Ameli et al. 2019).

Furthermore, financial actors have made even less progress in understanding and managing nature-related risks. In the first supervisory survey of its kind, the DNB concluded that Dutch financial institutions have yet to fully operationalise broader environmental risk management, finding that whole portfolio analysis remained rare and that the ESG indicators used were not always appropriate measures of the environmental risks in question (DNB 2019).

Finally, stress testing and scenario analysis are likely to be insufficient tools for capturing the complex system dynamics associated with ecological thresholds. The NGFS recommends focusing on ‘extreme but plausible’ scenarios to predict likely impacts in order to inform policy (NGFS 2020a, p.25, our emphasis). This shows that trust in and ‘realism’ of scenarios is central to the market failure framework, which assumes that financial institutions will only act upon risks they deem material. Yet the complexity and multi-dimensionality of environmental breakdown means the number of ‘plausible’ outcomes is likely to be very large.18 Given limitations in data availability and modelling capacity, in practice central banks choose a narrow range of ‘representative’ scenarios to ensure the analysis exercise remains feasible (NGFS 2020c). In doing so, what is deemed plausible becomes a subjective exercise. Current initiatives, although increasingly transparent as to the assumptions underlying chosen scenarios, lack sufficient analysis into validity of chosen assumptions and, in particular, on what basis they are deemed plausible.19

---

18 Looking at greenhouse gas emission pathways alone, the IPCC considers 222 scenarios compatible with the below 2°C target, and a further 189 scenarios for various warmer futures (IPCC 2018).
19 To use the NGFS’ recently published climate scenarios (NGFS 2020d) as a case in point, the representative ‘Orderly’ scenario assumes full availability of negative emissions technologies (NETs), despite good reasons to question the technological, economic and ethical viability of carbon dioxide removal (Anderson and Peters 2016; Lenzi et al. 2018; Bednar et al. 2019). The NGFS scenarios also assume that final energy use can be significantly decoupled from output — an assumption that has been contested by ecological economists (Sorrell and Ockwell 2010; Hickel and Kallis 2019).
Furthermore, plausibility is unlikely to remain fixed over time. A wide range of impacts may be explored under scenarios deemed plausible today, but bigger risks that may become more likely as time passes will not be visible. This insight is relevant to understanding ecological thresholds, given tail risks may increase rapidly in likelihood as natural systems approach their tipping points (Sharpe 2019). Overall, the complexity of the modelling exercise, coupled with radical uncertainty that spans both environmental and socioeconomic domains, calls into question whether scenario analysis and stress testing can sufficiently capture the financial risks stemming from complex, interconnected threats over long-time horizons (Chenet et al. 2019). While there may be a place for exploratory models\(^{20}\) — investigating, for example, sector-specific transition shocks over short-time horizons — we contend that the current emphasis upon quantitative methodology development as the main form of supervisory action will fail to both assess and manage the worst possible impacts facing the financial system from environmental breakdown.

5. Towards a precautionary policy approach

5.1 Managing tipping points

Building on Chenet et al. (2019), we propose that a ‘precautionary approach’ to financial supervision is a more appropriate means of managing nature-related financial risks given the severe and potentially irreversible consequences of inaction.

The precautionary principle recommends the use of preventative policies to protect human and environmental health under situations of scientific uncertainty. Instead of waiting for better information and probabilistic forecasting as a prerequisite for action, as per a market-fixing approach, the general magnitude, speed and direction of harmful trends are taken as sufficient incentive for policymakers to act, even if there are no models that can assign a probability to such harmful events occurring (Henry and Henry 2002). Precautionary policymaking is well-established in the environmental sphere, forming the cornerstone of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, which established a threshold of below 2°C as a target to avoid the worst effects of climate change, and also the EU’s Biodiversity Strategy, which aims to conserve 30% of European land and sea, and restore degraded ecosystems.

Instead of focusing on the identification of plausible scenarios, precautionary approaches focus on worst-case outcomes and construct policies in order to avoid them (Dupuy 2002). By recognising that ‘what appear to be small and reasonable risks accumulate inevitably to certain irreversible harm’ (Taleb et al. 2014), precautionary policymaking is better suited to managing the non-linear risks presented by ecological thresholds. Indeed, ecological tipping points are obvious worst-case

\(^{20}\) In a comment piece for *Nature*, Saltelli et al. (2020) articulate key principles to ensure that models serve society, noting that ‘excessive regard for producing numbers can push a discipline away from being roughly right towards being precisely wrong’ and that ‘qualitative descriptions of multiple reasonable sets of assumptions can be as important in improving insight in decision makers as the delivery of quantitative results.’
outcomes around which to design preventative policies for environmental breakdown (Neumayer 2013).

A recent body of literature has also focused upon harnessing tipping point dynamics to achieve transformative change in socioecological systems (Milkoreit et al. 2018; Farmer et al. 2019; Otto et al. 2020). If a tipping point represents a system sitting at the boundary of two different states (see Figure 1), a small intervention could trigger non-linear dynamics (e.g. desirable feedback loops and positive spillover effects) that generate a controlled regime shift towards sustainability (Westley et al. 2011) — or the opposite. One prominent example is how carbon pricing and subsidy policy has tipped the costs of new coal power plants over the threshold of new renewable investments in all major markets (Gray and Sundaresan 2020).

These insights are highly relevant for the supervisory management of nature-related risks. Complex threshold behaviour exists in financial systems (Battiston et al. 2017) and it poses systemic risks, such as the ‘climate Minsky moment’ (Carney 2015), where a late energy transition leads to a disorderly and potentially catastrophic repricing of assets. To build directional certainty in the sustainability transition and minimise potential market dislocations, central banks and supervisors — in coordination with fiscal and industrial policy — should take precautionary action to proactively steer market actors towards a managed transition (Chenet et al. 2019). By focusing on discouraging the financing of clearly harmful business practices, supervisory tools can manage drivers of nature-related risk where they intersect with the financial system. Carefully targeted interventions may effectively act as ‘social tipping points’ (Farmer et al. 2019), enabling the financial system to shift to more sustainable patterns in capital allocation.

This precautionary approach requires a shift in the supervisory mindset. Rather than attempting to correct for market failures such as information asymmetries, central banks should embrace more of a ‘market-shaping’ role (Ryan-Collins 2019). This approach recognises that central banks are not exogenous to the financial system, as a weather forecaster is to the weather system. Rather, financial supervisors are active market participants whose decisions will feedback and influence market outcomes (Danielsson and Shin 2003). In other words, lack of active intervention is itself a policy choice that carries risks.21 In fact, central banks have played such an interventionist role in the past in both developed and developing economies, actively steering credit away from undesirable and towards more desirable sectors of the economy (Bezemer et al. 2018).

### 5.2 Qualitative risk management

Precautionary policies to address environmental financial risks should shift towards a more qualitative risk management approach, where discretion, experience, heuristics and general direction-setting replace complicated mathematical models in the face of radical uncertainty (Chenet et al. 2019). Where there is little doubt as to the potential magnitude of a threat, or the speed and direction of a harmful trend, fixating on precise quantitative results does not necessarily improve insights for decision makers and at worst can distract from the best course of

---

21 This is also due to the escalating costs and risks of delaying action. As the has IPCC noted, ‘Every year’s delay before initiating emission reductions decreases by approximately two years the remaining time available to reach zero emissions on a pathway still remaining below 1.5°C’ (IPCC 2018).
action (Kay and King 2020; Saltelli et al. 2020). As former Bank of England governor Mervyn
King has argued, in opposition to banks determining their own capital adequacy ratios using
models, ‘If the nature of the uncertainty is unknown… it is better to be roughly right than precisely
wrong, and to use a simple but more robust measure of required capital.’ (King 2016, chapter 4).

Indeed, the emergence of macroprudential policy in the aftermath of the 2008-09 financial crisis
is a step in the direction of precautionary policymaking. Representing preventative action to
reduce the likely emergence of instability within the financial system (De Nicoló et al. 2012;
Favara and Ratnovski 2014), macroprudential policy aims to avoid large losses across scenarios,
regardless of the likelihood of any scenario (Taleb et al. 2014; Bahaj and Foulis 2016). It is also
deliberately not 'market neutral', using sector-specific tools to manage sectors that are more
prone to systemic risks, such as real estate.

Policies deployed by central banks in response to recent crises, including the Covid-19 pandemic,
arguably also fall into the category of qualitative risk management. The recent relaunch of asset
purchase programmes, intra-central bank swap lines, corporate loan facilities and loosened capital
buffers were not decisions taken as a result of sophisticated quantitative risk modelling, but rather
due to financial authorities using their experience and discretion to act rapidly in a situation of
considerable urgency (Cavallino and De Fiore 2020). The former governor of the European
Central Bank, Jean-Claude Trichet, made a similar admission during the Great Financial Crisis:

‘As a policymaker during the crisis, I found the available models of limited help. In
fact, I would go further: in the face of the crisis, we felt abandoned by conventional
tools. In the absence of clear guidance from existing analytical frameworks,
policymakers had to place particular reliance on our experience. Judgement and
experience inevitably played a key role.’

Trichet (2010)

If precautionary, qualitative risk management policies can (and have) been used effectively to
respond to systemic threats, there is a strong case for financial authorities to explore how such
policies can also be deployed to prevent systemic risks, such as nature-related financial risks,
arising in the first place. To do so, the logic of policy design must shift from optimisation (the best
possible policy) to adaptation (the ‘good enough’ policy that may be continually adjusted) (Kay and
King 2020). While this is a much-needed area for future research, Table 2 summarises the novel
concepts that may underpin a precautionary policy approach to financial supervision.
Table 2: Qualitative risk management concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Rules of thumb’</td>
<td>We know in general we need to stop financing unsustainable sectors, even though we don’t know the exact effects this will have.</td>
<td>Heiner (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Bounded rationality’</td>
<td>We know and accept that our understanding of environmental financial risks is inherently limited, but we can still make decisions within these limits.</td>
<td>Simon (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Learning by doing’</td>
<td>Early policy action can bring useful additional information on the reaction properties of the system, allowing better future decisions.</td>
<td>Gollier (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploiting ‘animal spirits’</td>
<td>Investment behaviour could quickly shift away from undesirable activities if we can shift sentiment decisively.</td>
<td>Keynes (1936)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Chenet et al. (2019) and King (2016)

5.3 Exploring precautionary policy options

How can financial authorities implement precautionary approaches to managing nature-related financial risks? One option would be the development of a public taxonomy that includes nature-related risks in its designation of both appropriate and inappropriate activities. The EU Taxonomy for climate financial regulation already embeds a precautionary approach, establishing the requirement to ‘do no significant harm’ to any of its environmental objectives as one of its thresholds for ‘green’ eligibility. However, a taxonomy approach also presents a number of issues. Incorporating the sectors and practices associated with nature-related risks would be significantly more complex and contested for the reasons we have outlined in this paper. Taxonomies have also been criticised for focussing too much on designating what is ‘green’, rather than defining what constitutes an unsustainable asset (NGFS 2020a).

A more practical way forward would be for central banks and supervisors, in collaboration with ministries of industrial policy and wider government, to identify clearly harmful activities that must be reduced over time, such as deforestation (see Table 3). Such an exclusionary list can then determine eligibility criteria within the central banking toolkit. Monetary policy tools, such as asset purchase programmes and collateral operations, should exclude assets linked to such activities, while micro- and macroprudential regulation should be used to discourage future financing of excluded practices.
Table 3: Examples of selected exclusion criteria to manage biodiversity-related risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financed activities must not lead to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss or degradation of high carbon stock forests, high conservation value forests, endangered forests or forests where restoration and wildlife re-introduction is taking place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss or degradation of high carbon stock or high conservation value ecosystems, including peatlands and wetlands, or nationally or internationally protected areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of fire for the conversion of land, excepting cases where there is a scientific consensus that fire is a natural part of the dynamics of the ecosystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest or trade in species protected under host country laws or regulations or listed on the IUCN red list for endangered species.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from EPN (2016)

Table 3 gives a non-exhaustive list of activities that act as anthropogenic pressures tipping biodiversity towards critical thresholds. Preventing flows of finance from facilitating such activities is a critical (if not the only) intervention to address pressure points and increase the overall resilience of the system. Returning to Figure 1 (p. 5), financial authority intervention would contribute to the blue arrow, representing actions to prevent natural processes approaching tipping points.

Importantly, central banks and supervisors would not be starting from scratch. Many private financial institutions already define excluded practices within sector-specific lending criteria as part of voluntary CSR frameworks, although in practice exclusion policies are inconsistent across firms and often not ambitious enough to materially shift capital allocation (ShareAction 2020a; ShareAction 2020b; Kolle and McNevin 2020). Central banks also commonly apply socially responsible investment (SRI) criteria to their own investment practices, including exclusionary criteria (NGFS 2019b). The Banque de France, for example, excludes investments in companies ‘that derive more than 20% of their revenues from coal’ and also ‘investments that promote agricultural commodity speculation’ (BdF 2018, p. 3).22

22 The exclusionary criteria currently apply to its own funds and pension funds, not policy portfolios.
In its latest guidance, the NGFS has opened the door to extending exclusionary criteria to financial supervision:

‘If supervisors find that the level of risk driven by climate-related and environmental factors is excessively high, they could require institutions to reduce such risks by applying measures such as:
- risk mitigation tools (guarantees by third parties, reinsurance or other forms of protection);
- setting more stringent limits on risk concentration;
- limiting or prohibiting them from carrying out certain categories of activities (e.g. financing customers/subscribing securities from a specific territory or economic sector/or underwriting particular types of risks);
- prescribing the deleveraging of certain risks; and
- requiring business model adjustments within a longer-term perspective.’

(NGFS 2020a, p. 51, our emphasis)

This guidance encapsulates a precautionary approach, but is given from a microprudential perspective — i.e. applying risk-reduction measures on a case-by-case basis once shortcomings have been identified in individual institutions. We propose that this approach to be extended to rules applying to all financial institutions. Given the systemic and endogenous nature of nature-related financial risks, and given central banks have a duty to manage environmental risks where they intersect with the financial system, there is a strong argument for system-wide exclusion criteria to be set and overseen by supervisory authorities.

Such environmentally focused interventions are not without precedent. Central banks and supervisors in emerging economies have pioneered the use of sector-targeting approaches to environmental risk management, exploring in particular the use of macroprudential and credit allocation policies (Dikau and Ryan-Collins 2017; Dikau and Volz 2018; D’Orazio and Popoyan 2019). Green macroprudential tools, including sector-differentiated capital buffers, risk weights and exposure restrictions, aim to increase the systemic resilience of the financial sector to environmental shocks. Credit allocation policies aim to steer finance towards or away from certain sectors, activities or geographies, and can include, among other things, credit floors/ceilings and differentiated loan/rediscount rates. Macropuadrential tools can also have allocative effects, while credit allocation can also be appreciated as a tool to reduce systemic risk exposures (Campiglio 2016; Schoenmaker and Van Tilburg 2016). As Table 4 shows, both sets of these tools have been deployed to target sectors in order to advance environmental goals in several countries.
Table 4. Environmental policies undertaken by selected emerging economy central banks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Green credit guidance policies</th>
<th>Green prudential and macroprudential policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bangladesh | - There is a requirement for commercial banks and non-bank financial institutions to allocate 5% of their total loan portfolio to green sectors.  
- A number of targeted green refinancing lines subsidise green lending. | - Equity margin requirements are lower for environmental and socially favourable projects. |
| Brazil | - Regulations explicitly prohibit lending to projects which violate laws on deforestation and the use of forced labour in the Amazon region.  
- National Development Bank (BNDES) is a major investor in green sectors. | - Banks must engage in environmental and social stress testing, and incorporate such risks into capital requirements in line with Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP)/Basel 2 accords. |
| China | - The Green Credit Policy restricts banks from lending to firms that violate environmental compliance rules.  
- As part of this, the People's Bank of China (PBOC) and the Ministry of Environmental Protection created a national database disclosing credit, fines, and environmental compliance as a source of information on which to base credit restrictions. | - Green finance has been incorporated into macroprudential assessment since 2017.  
- Green loans with AA rating are included as collateral in the medium-term loan facility.  
- Green Credit Guidelines launched in 2012 to encourage banks to adopt environmental and social risk management and governance standards, as well as increase support for green projects. |
| India | - Under the Priority Sector Loans scheme, 40% of net commercial bank credit must support priority sectors, including renewable energy. | |

Source: Adapted from Dikau and Ryan-Collins (2017)

While most of these policies aim to support green sectors, the Brazilian experience stands out as one example of restricting credit to undesirable business practices. In 2008 the Brazilian central bank (BCB) published Resolution 3545, which restricts rural credit in the Amazon to firms compliant with environmental regulations. Econometric estimations have shown that the BCB’s policy resulted in a material reduction in deforestation over the period 2003 to 2011, especially in municipalities where cattle ranching is the main economic activity (Assunção et al. 2020). While the Brazilian example has been complicated in more recent years by renewed deforestation under the Bolsonaro regime, the initial success of using credit steering in this way demonstrates the effectiveness of applying precautionary policies to sensitive intervention points in a socioecological system (Nepstad et al. 2014). Without waiting to quantify potential exposures or losses, the BCB enacted a ‘rule of thumb’ policy to restrict financing to a harmful corporate behaviour. In doing so, deforestation risks were reduced and companies operating in the region were incentivised to accelerate the transition of their business models.
5.4 Rethinking institutional mandates

The precautionary approach to managing nature-related financial risks explored in this paper raises important questions as to the institutional role of central banks and supervisors. Current financial stability and monetary policy mandates are designed to maintain the continuity of the current system, not necessarily to change it. Yet we have argued that the financial system in its current form is facilitating and potentially exacerbating the emergence of nature-related financial risks. The effective management of environmental financial risks therefore requires financial authorities to influence the directionality of activities facilitated by the financial system, so as to enable — and not hinder — the transition to an economy that functions within planetary boundaries. This ‘market-shaping’ intervention is necessary because of the systemic and endogenous nature of the risks in question, which cannot be sufficiently captured or managed through conventional market-fixing approaches.

Importantly, central banks cannot act as ‘lone agents’ in the management of environmental risks, as they are often regarded as doing in other areas of monetary policy and financial supervision (Pereira da Silva 2020). Resolving the particular challenges posed by complex environmental threats requires not just prudential and monetary tools, but also wider regulatory and fiscal interventions. Central bank responses must therefore be coordinated with other departments within government — most obviously those concerned with finance and industrial policy — and other public institutions that may be better placed to provide patient, high risk finance for sustainable innovations, such as state investment banks (Mazzucato and Penna 2016).

Going forward, central banks and supervisors should also commit to ensuring their actions align with broader industrial strategy targeting the ecological transition. As governments designate new norms and technological pathways, central banks should use supervisory tools to ensure that financing practices do not undermine environmental policy. Such fiscal-monetary coordination has already been demonstrated during the response to the Covid-19 crisis, with the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England launching a range of new corporate financing facilities to support companies facing liquidity crises — an extension of monetary policy that sees the central banks acting effectively as a fiscal arm of the government.

Recognising the limits independent central banks and supervisors face amidst the societal challenges ahead, calls for green fiscal-monetary-prudential coordination have been made by the BIS (Pereira da Silva 2020), among others (Macquarie 2018; Stirling et al. 2019; Ryan-Collins 2019). Such calls foreground an alternative theory of central banking that recognises the ‘battery of instruments’ at central banks’ disposal that can and should be deployed in the pursuit of democratically determined social goals (Braun and Downey 2020). These are, of course, political economy questions, but we argue that serious consideration of the broader institutional role of central banks within society is justified given the severity and time urgency of the environmental threats we face.
6. Conclusion

Environmental breakdown poses a series of complex, multi-dimensional threats to society and the economy characterised by radical uncertainty. Businesses across sectors and regions are exposed to material financial risks due to their impacts and dependencies upon the natural world. Through its lending, investing and advisory activities, the financial system will also suffer adverse consequences from environmental breakdown. The transition to a non-extractive economy that flourishes while protecting nature requires the financial system to provide capital investment for innovation, but also reduce its exposure to, and hence facilitation of, environmentally harmful corporate practices. Yet in its present form, the financial system threatens to amplify environmental risks and, in some areas, exacerbate the depletion of nature. Both firms and financiers must transform their interactions with the natural world, not only in order to manage exposures to nature-related risks, but also because the viability of the future economy rests upon the integrity of the biosphere.

Market-fixing approaches to sustainable finance, such as the Taskforce for Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD), will struggle to resolve the complex risks posed by environmental breakdown. The multi-dimensionality of environmental threats presents extraordinary challenges for financial modelling, far beyond those posed by climate change. The conceptual framework for measuring the associated financial risks lags far behind progress made so far in climate finance and it is not clear that these significant methodological challenges can be overcome within the limited time remaining for transformative action. Prominent central bank initiatives continue to operate within the market failure paradigm and have yet to develop a more sophisticated understanding on environmental risks beyond climate change. Given the interconnected nature of climate- and nature-related risks, current sustainable finance approaches are therefore likely to be underestimating the true potential impacts of climate change.

Given the structural inability of financial markets to manage systemic environmental risks, financial authorities need to move towards precautionary approaches to maintaining the safety and soundness of the financial system. Precautionary policy prioritises preventative action and a qualitative approach to managing risk above quantitative measurement and information disclosure. It aims to steer away from tipping points and build system resilience as a superior means of managing radical uncertainty.

To operationalise such an approach, we have suggested that central banks could discourage the financing of clearly harmful business practices in order to address drivers of environmental risk where they intersect with the financial system. Such an exclusion list of damaging environmental activities, identified in collaboration with relevant parts of government, could inform both regulatory and monetary policy toolkits. Going forward, the effective management of nature-related risks will inevitably require significant coordination with other actors as part of a broader sustainable industrial strategy.
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